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It's not effort that's lacking for Bucks 

Posted: April 20, 2010 |(3) Comments 

Atlanta — Before his team had the chance to offer up another eight shots that the Atlanta Hawks could 
swat off the base of Stone Mountain all the way from downtown Philips Arena, Milwaukee Bucks coach 
Scott Skiles was his typically upfront self about the clear physical disparities between the playoff 
opponents. 

Of course, Skiles said, the Hawks have length and size all over the Bucks. But if they could somehow 
find that little something extra that has carried them throughout the second half of the regular season, 
Skiles said he could live with the results. 

So what do you do now? 

The effort wasn't the issue Tuesday night. The Bucks hung with the Hawks about as long as humanly 
possible without the kind of center that might have put a cease-and-desist order on some of the 
mismatches that continued to occur with regularity on a floor where the home team almost never loses. 

And still, 96-86 pretty much tells you where this thing is headed. 

When a team is put in a situation where it has to steal a couple of games on its home court because it 
can't grow taller or get any quicker between now and Saturday, it's getting close to the time to call it a 
season. 

But winning four of the next five against these Hawks? Realistically, there's a better chance that the city 
of Atlanta will return the Braves. 

It's true, the Bucks have three primary players who had never been to the postseason before last 
Saturday. 

But Luc Richard Mbah a Moute isn't going to be able to sprout six more arms to cover all the ballistic 
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Atlanta starters who again went off for double figures, especially an absolute beast-like Josh Smith. And 
Ersan Ilyasova probably isn't going to have another first half like he did in Game 2, when he had a 
double-double to keep the Bucks close after they had been blown out of the building to start the series. 

Problem is, the most important of the three is Brandon Jennings. After scoring 34 points in the first 
game, Jennings reverted to his inconsistent shooting with a 3-of-15 night against the Hawks. It's just not 
realistic to expect the rookie to have four more blowout games. 

"I think we're fine," Jennings said. "We have to go home and get two. Now you have to lay it all out. 
Keep shooting." 

That's a commendable approach to what lies ahead, but so far, the Bucks haven't been able to get more 
than one scorer going at a time. They are at their best when they are sharing the basketball, and they are 
unquestionably taking themselves out of their offense with an alarming lack of precision. 

But you have to ask yourself: 

Who's more responsible for that, the Bucks or the Hawks? 

The answer is fairly clear after two games. 

"We can't be discouraged," said Jerry Stackhouse, who has been through a few of these things. "They're 
the No. 3 team in the Eastern Conference and they're on their home court. They did what they're 
supposed to do." 

Undeniably, the Bucks will reciprocate to some degree. But completely reversing the natural order of 
this series is probably too much to ask. 
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